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Abstract 
The strength of polycrystal is known to increase with decreasing grain size, known as 
Hall-Petch effect. However, this relationship fails to predict the strength of samples 
with a non-uniform distribution of grain sizes. In this study, we purposely designed and 
fabricated copper micropillars with a strongly bimodal microstructure: half volume 
consisted of a large number of ultrafine grains, while the other half was predominantly 
single-crystal. Micropillar compression evidenced that bimodal samples are 35% 
stronger than their counterparts containing only ultrafine grains. This paradoxical 
finding highlights the greater strengthening potential of microstructure distribution 
engineering, compared to the traditional grain refinement strategy. 
Key words: grain boundary strengthening; crystal structure; Hall-Petch effect; 
mechanical property testing; bimodal grained microstructure  
        Materials scientists and engineers have been working for centuries to design and 
produce stronger, harder and tougher material components. In order to achieve this goal, 
they have mostly focused on developing a better understanding of the relationship 
between microstructure and mechanical performance. For metals and alloys, the classic 
Hall–Petch relationship [1, 2] has been a very successful expression relating the 
strength and grain size. Hall-Petch effect predict the increase in strength is reversely 
proportional to the square root of grain size, which has been the basis of a widely 
adopted strengthening method. Extensive efforts have been made to prepare ultrafine-
grained and even nano-crystalline metals to achieve higher strength in comparison with 
their coarse-grained counterparts; unfortunately, a reduction in grain size often 
compromises the ductility of the material, hence limits their applications [3]. 
Furthermore, it was found that softening could occur when grain sizes were reduced to 
be smaller than 10 to 30 nm [4]. Nano-structured metallic multi-layer composites have 
also been studied as a possible route to better mechanical performance [5]. These 
material components indeed show high strength combined with excellent ductility [6]; 
but complicated methodologies are required to produce these multi-layer materials 
(typical individual layer thickness of around ten nanometres) hence not viable for wide 
industrial applications [7]. Lu etc. demonstrated that without introducing nano-layer, 
grain size gradient alone can achieve both strength and ductility [8, 9]. These gradient 
structures are generally introduced by applying a plastic deformation onto the surface 
of bulk coarse-grained metals; popular methods include friction sliding [10], wire 
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brushing [11], surface mechanical attrition/grinding treatment [12, 13], high energy 
shot-peening [14], etc. However, these technique also have limitations: the gradient 
zone normally has a relatively small thickness (typically several tens of micrometres), 
which puts a limit on the strengthening capability if the volume of the material 
components is large; the surface modification often involves severe plastic 
deformation, including both grain refinement and the introduction of a high dislocation 
density. As a result, it is not possible to separate the strengthening contributions from 
grain refinement and from work hardening. In additional, residual stress could also be 
in present in the gradient structure and play an important role in the apparent 
mechanical response [15]. Overall, the gradient structured materials offer great 
opportunity to achieve high strength and high toughness, but the underlying 
deformation mechanism are still not clear due to the different strengthening 
contribution mechanism involved (grain size, work-hardening and residual stress). 
Therefore, there is a genuine need to produce a new and novel material grain design to 
achieve the high strength and to better investigate the grain size strengthening, without 
having to introduce the gradient structure. In this study, we created a length-scale 
architectured copper sample using electro-deposition method, which combined 
ultrafine and coarse grains domains. The aim is to develop new fundamental 
understanding for design rules and methods to produce stronger and tougher material 
components using only grain size strengthening, applicable for wide industrial 
application at large length-scale.  
        In order to create the required architectured microstructure, the as-deposited fine-
grain copper piece (measured mean grain size 2.4 µm) was annealed in a high vacuum 
furnace (600°C, 1 hour at 10-6 mBar) to allow the grain to grow before depositing more 
fine-grain copper. The surface of annealed coarse-grain copper (measured mean grain 
size 25.6 µm) was deeply chemically etched in the same electrolyte before depositing 
new fine-grain copper to remove any possible surface oxidation layer. The copper 
specimen was then mechanically polished, followed by a final electrolytic polishing 
using D2 electrolyte (Struers, Germany), in order to remove the mechanically damaged 
surface layers. The unique sandwich-like microstructure is shown in the Scanning 
Electron Micrograph (SEM) in Fig. 1, obtained using a Helios NanoLab 600i FIB 
workstation (Thermo Fischer Scientific, USA). Energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS) 
results showed dominantly copper element, with detectable trace of carbon and oxygen, 
but no difference between the coarse grain, fine grain and interface. These individual 
constituents are respectively associated with a high strength coupled to a low ductility, 
and a high ductility coupled to a low strength. Electro-depositing the samples provides 
an ideal framework for studying the interface and bimodality effects on the strength. 
Unlike grading by severe surface plastic deformation, they do not introduce other 
strengthening contributions such as work-hardening. Pillar-shape microsamples were 
fabricated by focused ion-beam annular milling at carefully selected locations, using 
the technique described in [16-18]. An overview image of all micropillars is also shown 
in Fig. 1. In all, 12 micropillars were fabricated on the coarse-grained side (PCG: pillars 
coarse grain), 12 micropillars on the ultrafine-grained side (PFG: pillars fine grain), and 
12 micropillars on the interface, i.e. containing half ultrafine-grained and half mostly 
single-crystalline constituents (PIF: pillar interface). The figure inset shows 
representative micropillars for each category. Note that the coarse-grained pillars 
(PCG) are mostly single-crystalline, due to the very large grain size (order of ~25.6 µm) 
in the corresponding electro-deposited layer. Their crystallographic orientation is, 
however, random. All these micropillars have a diameter of 5 µm, with length-to-
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diameter ratio of ca. 2:5. The copper specimen was then transferred to a nanoindenter 
(KLA-Tencor G200 Nanoindenter, USA), and these micropillars were compressed 
using a flat diamond punch of 7 µm diameter to investigate their mechanical behaviour. 
 
Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) image overview of the length-scale architectured 
copper sample contains coarse grain on one side and fine grain on the other side; micro-pillars 
made using focused ion beam (FIB) on the coarse grain (PCG: pillars coarse grain), fine grain 
(PFG: pillars fine grain) and interface (PIF: pillars interface). The inserted inverse pole figures 
show no preferred crystallographic orientation on both coarse and fine grain domains.  
 
        The experimental engineering stress-strain curves and a comparison of their yield 
strength σ0.2 at 0.2% plastic strain are shown in Fig. 2a-b. As expected, these results 
show that the polycrystalline micropillars (PFG) are much stronger than the 
micropillars containing only one single grain (PCG). It is much more surprising to 
observe that the strength of interface micropillars (PIF) is significantly higher than the 
polycrystalline micropillars (PFG), which correspond to its constituent of finest grain 
size. It is worth pointing out that the yield strength data show large scattering, possibly 
due to a slight variation of the average grain size and grain orientation from sample to 
sample. Nevertheless, there is clearly a statistic difference between these three kinds: 
the PIF micropillars are definitely the strongest (σ0.2 = 250±35 MPa), followed by the 
PFG micropillars (σ0.2 = 185±28 MPa) and the PCG micropillars (σ0.2 = 112±11 MPa). 
SEM images of selected micropillars are shown in Fig. 3, revealing the microstructure 
prior to and after compression testing.  
PCG coarse-grained micropillars: The PCG specimens were single crystalline – with 
one exception. A few of them deformed in pure single slip mode, as shown in Fig. 3 
a-b. The corresponding specimens display a lack of strain-hardening in Fig. 2 and 
amount to the lowest measured strength. This evidence that after the slip system with 
the highest Schmid factor is first activated, dislocations travel through the whole 
thickness of the sample with little interactions, presumably because the density of 
crystallographic defects in these recrystallized PCG samples is low. Most specimens 
evidenced slip traces corresponding to intersecting slip systems, as shown in the 
representative Fig. 3c-d. Here, it is likely that several slip systems present similar 
Schmid factors, which lead to their simultaneous activation. As a result from the 
300 µm 
Coarse grains inverse pole figure Fine grains inverse pole figure 
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dislocation-dislocation interactions, their stress-strain diagram shows some strain 
hardening. The shape of the stress-strain curves and the related plasticity size effect due 
to the relatively small pillar diameter are in reasonable agreement with the single crystal 
micropillars reported in the literature [19-22]. The curve with the largest hardening 
within the PCG group corresponds to a bicrystal. The reason is obviously that the 
incipiently activated slip system is blocked by the grain boundary, which explains why 
a multitude of different slip traces are observed on the surface of the sample. The 
corresponding moderate increase of the strength is consistent with expectations from 
literature on micropillars of similar size with a single twin or grain boundary [23-26]. 
PFG ultrafine-grained micropillars: Each PFG micropillar contained multiple (~100) 
grains. Their behaviour differed from the coarse-grained ones on at least two aspects. 
On the one hand, as expected from Hall-Petch relationship, they displayed a higher 
yield strength. On the other hand, they also evidenced a much higher strain hardening 
after yielding. This is an indication of an increasing dislocation storage and presumably 
a consequence of the activation of many slip systems in each grain in order to maintain 
a deformation compatible with their many neighbours. A high strengthening amount 
can be accumulated because – unlike with single crystalline PCG micropillars – the 
formation of a shear band is hindered by the many different orientations of the grains. 
The anisotropy of the plastic deformation sometimes causes a rotation of the grains 
which is most visible at the surface where the geometrical constraints are relaxed (see 
Fig. 3e-f). The relatively high scatter among the stress-strain diagrams shown in Fig. 2 
results from local microstructural differences. Coarser samples yield at a lower strength 
and show less strain hardening than finer ones, because shear bands can more easily 
form through the whole micropillar diameter and localize deformation. The quantitative 
difference between the PCG and PFG could be explained using the combination of Hall-
Petch effect and pillar size effect. Ehrler et al proposed a concept called “effective 
length” (leff), defined as the sum of reciprocal of different length scales involved in 
small-scale mechanical testing for interpreting mixed plasticity size effects [27], the 
measured flow stress σ can be expressed as σ = σ0 + kHP/√leff , where σ0 is the yield stress 
and kHP is the Hall-Petch constant. Applied in this case, the relevant length scales are 
pillar size and grain size; therefore leff = 1/(d-1+ p-1), where d is the grain size and p is 
the pillar diameter. Taking the Hall-Petch constant as 0.14 MPa·√m [28], the grain size 
as 2.4 µm and the micropillar diameter as 5 µm, the calculated difference between the 
PCG and PFG is estimated to be 47 MPa, lower than the experimental observation 
(approximately 73 MPa). This prediction is made by only considering the grain 
boundary strengthening; it was reported that the twin boundaries can also provide 
additional strength at this length-scale depending on the twin angle [23, 29], which 
could potentially account for the difference between predictions and experimental 
observation.     
PIF bimodal micropillars: The bimodal micropillars contained a well-defined vertical 
interface between single-crystal and fine grained domains, see Fig. 3g-h. After 
compression testing, multiple slips are observed on the single-crystalline side and the 
interface often appears to be slightly bent. There are no current dislocation based size 
effect theories could be readily adapted to explain why the PIF micropillars are much 
stronger than their PFG and bicrystalline counterparts (see red and orange curves in 
Fig. 2). Specifically, the present findings cannot be accounted by the dominant Hall-
Petch effect [30] nor plasticity size effect theories [31], including the strain gradient 
plasticity [32], dislocations starvation theory [33], and the combined length scales 
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theory [34]. For instance, the latter theory predicts that halving the pillar diameter 
would make its coarse grained domain approximately 1.4 times stronger and its fine-
grained part 1.1 times stronger. These predictions fall short of accounting for the 
significantly larger experimental difference (see Fig. 2b). For very small grains (~10 
nm), researchers have reported other deformation mechanisms, e.g. grain rotation [35] 
and dynamic process of Lomer lock formation, destruction and reformation [36]. But 
the grain size in this study is significantly larger than nano-grains, so these theories 
could not be applied directly here either.  
 
 
Fig. 2. Mechanical behaviour of the pure copper microsamples obtained by uniaxial micro-
compression testing. (a) Stress-strain curves of 5-µm-diameter micropillar obtained from 
coarse grain, fine grain and interface (in red, blue and green colour respectively). The PCG 
specimens were single crystalline – with one exception (in orange colour). (b) A comparison of 
proof engineering stress (0.2%) obtained from micropillars (σ-coarse grain < σ-fine grain < σ-
interface); the error bars are calculated as standard deviation based on 12 repeated experiments 
for each case.  
 
 
a 
b 
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Fig. 3. SEM images of selected micropillars. (a to b) prior and post testing (PCG06) where the 
micropillar was cut from the coarse grain region. (c to d) Prior and post testing (PFG03) where 
the micropillar was cut from the ultrafine grain region. (e to f) Prior and post testing (PIF09) 
where the micropillar was cut from the interface between coarse grained and ultrafine grained 
regions.  
 
One possible interpretation of these results is that the single-crystal part of the bimodal 
PIF micropillars is that reciprocal effects of the deformation in the individual domains 
make them both stronger than the ultrafine-grained one. It can be reasonably expected 
that, when subjected to compression, the single-crystalline part of the bimodal pillar 
would yield first, by activating a dislocation source corresponding to the slip system 
with most favourable Schmid factor. This shear deformation cannot, however, be 
immediately transmitted through the fine grained part, because many grains lying on its 
path are unfavourably oriented. This leads to a storage of the incoming dislocations at 
the interface. Following slip suppression on the first plane, the active deformation is 
a b PCG06 PCG06 
e 
g 
PFG03 PFG03 f 
h PIF09 PIF09 
PCG08 PCG08 c d 
5µm 5µm 
5µm 
5µm 5µm 
5µm 
5µm 5µm 
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shifted to parallel planes, with a similar fate. This leads to the narrowly spaced parallel 
slip traces visible at the surface of the single crystalline part of the sample in Fig. 3h.  
Note that these events do not produce enough plastic strain to be recorded by the nano-
indentation system and correspond to deformation below the macroscopic yield point 
in Fig. 2a. STEM investigations of the micropillar cross-section (see Fig. 4) evidence 
the storage of a large density of dislocations along the interface. It is likely that the 
formation of this hardened layer is pivotal in accounting for the exceptional 
strengthening of the bimodal micropillars. It is possible that it plays such a large role 
because of the anisotropic deformation of the ultrafine-grained part of the sample, 
which requires to locally deform this hardened single crystalline layer. Such a theory is 
supported by the waviness of the interface observed after testing (see Fig. 3h and Fig. 
4a). In any case, the bimodal structure mostly results in a higher incipient yield strength 
than the ultrafine grained samples. However, following yielding, they show a weaker 
hardening rate. This is presumably a consequence of the lower number of grains in the 
sample and hence of the activation of fewer differently oriented slip systems. As with 
the ultrafine grained samples, the scattering of the stress-strain data is connected to the 
microstructure of the ultrafine grained part of the micropillar, with coarser samples 
corresponding to weaker samples. 
     
Fig. 4. Cross-section microstructure of selected deformed bimodal micropillars. (a) SEM image 
of the micropillar cross-section prepared by focused ion beam. (b) Scanning transmission 
electron micrograph (STEM) image of the lift out lamella; the dark area along the interface 
indicates the storage of a large density of dislocations. 
 
        In summary, the present study reveals a new strengthening effect associated with 
an architectured micropillars made of a single-crystalline and an ultrafine grained 
domains are subjected to compression testing. It is shown that the interface between 
these domains provides additional strengthening of about 35% without compromising 
the ductility at small length-scales compared to an ultrafine-grained specimen.  
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